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Abstract—The great popularity of the Internet increases the
concern for the safety of its users as many malicious Web pages
pop up in daily basis. Client honeypots are tools, which are
able to detect malicious Web pages, which aim to infect their
visitors. These tools are widely used by researchers and anti-virus
companies in their attempt to protect Internet users from being
infected. Unfortunately, cyber-criminals are becoming aware of
this type of detection and create evasion techniques that allow
them to behave in a benign way when they feel to be threatened.
This bi-faceted behavior enables them to operate for a longer
period, which translates in more profit. Hence, these deceptive
Web pages pose a significant challenge to existing client honeypot
approaches, making them incapable to detect them when exhibit
the aforementioned behavior.
In this paper, we mitigate this problem by designing and
developing a framework that benefits from this bi-faceted behavior. Our main goal is to protect users from being infected.
More precisely, we leverage the evasion techniques used by
cyber-criminals and implement a prototype, called S CARECROW,
which triggers false alarms in the cases of deceptive Web pages.
Consequently, the users that use S CARECROW for Web surfing
can remain protected, even if they visit a malicious Website. We
evaluate our implementation against malicious URLs provided
by a large anti-virus company and show that when S CARECROW
is deployed, malicious Websites with bi-faceted behavior do not
launch their attacks against normal users.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, the Internet has become extremely
popular. In daily basis, individuals utilize the Internet for a
variety of tasks, ranging from education and work to personal
entertainment and social networking. In this Internet-connected
society, users spend most of their online time using browsers to
access the Internet. This tendency makes the browsers the most
indispensable software product of our days. Unfortunately,
this enormous growth of Internet’s popularity has drawn the
attention of miscreants that try to illegally monetize their
activities. For this purpose, cyber-criminals create fraudulent
Websites that lure Internet users and force them to install
malicious software (malware) on their computers, most of the
times without the users’ prior knowledge or consent. These
Websites usually exploit vulnerabilities in a browser and trick
it to install malware on the user’s machine [12, 27, 28]. The
infected computers, known as bots, are typically organized
into so-called botnets that are remotely controlled by a single
entity, known as the botmaster [1, 6, 7]. This is one of the
most profitable businesses in the underground market in which
botmasters can gain a significant amount of revenue per year
by operating only few thousand bots [15, 33].

As a primary line of defense against this emerging threat,
researchers and security analysts utilize client honeypots to
discover, study, and obliterate malicious Websites. Client
honeypots—in contrast to server honeypots, which are decoy
systems set up to attract and trap attackers that attempt to
penetrate them—crawl the Internet, interact with servers, and
classify Websites based on their malicious behavior. More
precisely, client honeypots, which are usually instrumented
virtual machines, visit a Web page and monitor all the changes
in a virtual machine’s file system, configuration settings and
running processes. If they notice an unexpected behavior, the
Web page is flagged as malicious [23, 24, 37]. The secure
environment where the client honeypots operate, allow the
researchers to discover attacks and exploits, release security
patches, and create browser’s alerts that triggered when a user
tries to access a malicious Website. The findings are usually
published on blacklists, which in turn are used for further study
or development of more secure Web products. For instance,
modern browsers utilize mechanisms such as Google’s Safe
Browsing [11] for protecting their users against known Web
threats and offer them a more secure Web surfing experience.
Client honeypots pose a significant challenge for the
smooth operation of fraudulent Websites. Unfortunately, cybercriminals who watched the incoming traffic of their Websites to
exponentially shrink developed techniques to avoid detection.
More precisely, to overcome detection, many malicious Web
pages established a bi-faceted behavior. By adopting a series of
inspections, deceptive Websites can accurately determine if a
client is a normal browser or a client honeypot. In detail, when
a client is probed, it returns back a response. This response is
valuable for the attackers as they can gain information about
the true origin of the client. Thus, to avoid detection, they do
not mount their attack if they are dealing with a client honeypot
but instead they appear to have a completely benign behavior.
This strategy allows them to remain hidden and operate for a
longer period of time.
Several of the evasion techniques used by malicious Web
pages have been previously studied [16]. In general, cybercriminals introduce a number of attacks that leverage the
weaknesses in the design of client honeypots. These attacks
are divided in two major categories: (i) identification of the
monitoring environment, and (ii) evasion of its detection.
The malicious Web pages in order to remain undetected must
successfully implement attacks from both categories. While
the attacks from the first category allow the miscreants to
detect the presence of a monitoring system, the attacks from
the second category transform the malicious behavior of the
Web pages to appear as completely benign.

In this paper we utilize the bi-faceted behavior of malicious
Websites to enhance the users’ security. We designed and
implemented a framework, called S CARECROW, which benefits from the precautions taken by deceptive Websites to hide
their malicious activities from client honeypots. In particular,
S CARECROW cloaks a Web browser to appear as a monitoring
system. More precisely, when a user visits a Website, the
framework employs all the necessary mechanisms to disguise
its actions as they are generated by a client honeypot. Thereby,
all interactions between a user’s browser and a Website take
place under this security umbrella. Unfortunately, this may
occasionally interfere with the normal browsing experience.
Nevertheless, users can easily deactivate the framework on
demand, or can configure it to meet their needs. In summary,
S CARECROW allows the users to surf the Internet protected
from attacks that exploit their browsers and download malware,
transforming eventually their computers into bots.
We implemented our prototype as an extension for Firefox
browser. Browser extensions offer a series of advantages as
they require minimum effort from users and are already
widespread, as most of the Internet users have at least one
or more extensions installed in their browsers. Having that in
mind, we implemented S CARECROW as a framework with a
clear attack prevention focus, which is designed to be easily
integrated with Firefox and thus, can be used by inexperienced users. This contrasts with common client honeypot
approaches, used by researchers and security experts, which
have a strict attack detection mission. Finally, we evaluated
our implementation against malicious URLs provided by a
large anti-virus company and show that our framework can
protect users against malicious Websites that display a bifaceted behavior. We should note that our framework does
not replace traditional anti-virus products and techniques, as
there is a wide-variety of Web pages that have exactly the
same behavior for both normal browsers and client honeypots.
Nevertheless, S CARECROW constitutes the first line of defense
against infections from intelligent malicious Web pages that try
to remain undercover.
In summary, we make the following main contributions:
•

We transform a traditional attack detection approach,
such as client honeypots, to a system with a clear
attack prevention focus.

•

We propose S CARECROW, a novel framework, which
enhance users’ security when surfing the Web. This
framework allows the users to surf the Web protected
from attacks that performed by deceptive Web pages.

•

We implement a prototype of our approach as a
browser extension for the Firefox browser. Our prototype creates events that trigger the inspection mechanisms against client honeypots used by intelligent
adversaries.

II.

C LIENT H ONEYPOTS

Client honeypots, also known as honeyclients, constitute a
security technology capable of discovering malicious servers
on Internet. More specifically, the client honeypots pose as normal Web clients and interact with servers to investigate whether
an attack has occurred. They divided in: (i) low-interaction,
(ii) high-interaction, and (iii) hybrid client honeypots. In the
rest of this section we briefly describe these categories.
A. Low-Interaction Client Honeypots
Low-interaction client honeypots use simulated clients,
similar to Web crawlers, whose purpose is to interact with
a server. Their task is to analyze the server’s responses and
determine about its nature. By deploying static analysis techniques, such as signatures, can search for malicious patterns
and assess whether an attack has occurred.
Increased speed and low resource consumption are the
major advantages of the low-interaction client honeypots.
However, since they are usually signature-based approaches,
they are unable to detect previously unseen attacks such as
zero-day threats. Additionally, their simplicity makes them
easily distinguishable by advanced exploits.
B. High-Interaction Client Honeypots
High-interaction client honeypots are fully functional systems comparable to real systems. They use a full-featured Web
browser to visit potentially malicious Web pages and classify
their behavior. To this end, they monitor the environment in
which the browser operates to inspect any modification of the
system’s state after visiting a Web server. The detection of any
change in the monitored environment indicates the occurrence
of an attack, and the corresponding Web page is flagged by
the system as malicious.
This type of client honeypots is very effective at detecting
novel attacks against clients. Nevertheless, the tradeoff for this
accuracy is the high complexity of running a high-interaction
honeypot and the time consuming monitoring process. Additionally, since the client honeypots are running inside virtual
machines, the malicious Web pages may try to detect the
presence of the virtual environment and cease from launching
the attack. Consequently, because of the fact that no detectable
state change in the monitored environment occurred, the honeypot is likely to incorrectly classify the server.
C. Hybrid Client Honeypots

•

We evaluate our implementation and our preliminary
results show that S CARECROW can successfully protect users against malicious Websites that display a
bi-faceted behavior.

Low-interaction and high-interaction client honeypots try
to detect malicious Web pages from a different perspective.
Hence, the combination of both approaches leads to a detection
system that integrates high speed and the ability to identify new
threats. This detection system is called hybrid client honeypot.
Hybrid client honeypots combine the advantages of both
low-interaction and high-interaction client honeypots. More
precisely, they incorporate the classification methods used
by low-interaction and high-interaction client honeypots into
a hybrid system, which is capable of identifying malicious
Web pages in a cost effective way on a large scale. For that
reason, the hybrid client honeypot approach outperforms a
high-interaction client honeypot with identical resources and
identical false positive rate.

III.

S YSTEM OVERVIEW

In this section, we discuss about the architecture of our
proposed system. We initially explain the threat model we use
throughout this paper and then give information on the design
details of S CARECROW.
A. Threat Model
We assume that a user surfs the Internet with a vulnerable
Web browser and visits a malicious Web page. Even if the
browser itself is secure, there exist a variety of extensions
installed in the browser that might have subtle vulnerabilities,
which can be exploited. In fact, hundreds of these extensions’
vulnerabilities have been studied in prior works [3,4], and tools
that automatically highlight these weaknesses have already
been implemented [2, 17, 20, 26]. Unfortunately, this is not a
hypothetical scenario but an everyday situation that millions
of users face every day while surfing the Web.
Additionally, we assume that the malicious Web page is
aware of the browser’s, or extensions’, vulnerabilities and possesses all the necessary tools, which can exploit the browser.
We believe that the purpose of this page is to generate profit
for its operator and thus, the more time remains undetected the
more profit it creates. Consequently, we consider that the page
is capable of displaying only benign content when identifies
the presence of a client honeypot.
B. Design Details
Since adversaries’ goal is to hide their malicious activities
from automated detection systems, they created mechanisms
to successfully inform them when client honeypots visit their
Web pages. Kapravelos et al. [16] created a list of these
mechanisms, which is divided in two categories: (i) identification of the monitoring environment, and (ii) evasion of its
detection. Table I provides an overview of the techniques used
in each category. S CARECROW leverages the heuristics of both
categories to misinform miscreants for the true identity of a
client. In the following, we provide details about the integration
of each mechanism in our prototype.

Table I: Popular mechanisms used by malicious Web pages to
evade detection.
Categories of Malicious Mechanisms

Heuristics

Monitoring Environment Detection

Virtual Machine Detection
Client Honeypot Detection
HTTP Headers Checks

Detection Evasion

Mouse Events Exploitation
Whitelist Manipulation

Client Honeypot Detection. An adversary in order to detect the
presence of a monitoring system can actually check for signs
of the client honeypot itself. These signs can be, for example,
executable or DLL files. Sadly, there exist honeypots that do
not try to hide their presence, and even worse the attackers
are familiar of this practice. In theory, a malicious Web page
can use the JavaScript engine to load a suspicious file from
the client’s local file system, which is only appeared in cases
of client honeypots. This file can be an executable or library,
since the engine does not perform any checks to validate the
type of the files that have been requested. If the file exists, the
attacker is getting aware of the situation.
Hopefully, Same-Origin Policy [36] prohibits the access on
local files through JavaScript. Nevertheless, there exist some
older browsers’ versions, or some customized browsers used
by client honeypots that allow this technique to be executed.
Similar, S CARECROW has the ability to hook on specific
JavaScript events that request access to the filesystem. In detail,
each time a Web page tries to access a local file, a warning
informs the user about the intention of the script. Additionally,
S CARECROW creates several client honeypots’ executable files
on every browser’s startup and deletes them on every browser’s
shutdown. We observed that only the presence of these files is
sufficient to trigger an alert.

Virtual Machine Detection. Since many successful driveby-download attacks install malware that interferes with the
victim’s operating system, many client honeypots utilize virtual
machines to protect the actual host from being infected. As a
matter of fact, after a complete scan to an under investigation
Web page has been performed, the virtual machine returns the
operating system to a safe state. Unfortunately, the attackers
in order to detect a monitor environment utilize mechanisms,
which can reveal the presence of a virtual machine.

HTTP Headers Checks. Whenever a browser visits a Web
page, it sends one or multiple HTTP requests to the equivalent
Web server. Each request contains fields, called headers, which
reveal information about the type of request, the connection,
the browser etc. Among these fields, there are two specific
headers that prove to be quite useful for the attackers: the
User-Agent and the Referer. While the User-Agent can reveal
information about the browser itself, the Referer provides
the source URI from which the call of the current Web
page originated. An adversary could utilize this knowledge
to determine if the client is actually a honeypot. Modern
honeypots can easily modify the User-Agent value to mimic
a normal Web browser, however, it is difficult to predict the
correct origin of the hosted URI, based on which the malicious
Web page will trigger the attack.

In our system, we turn this knowledge into a protection
heuristic. More precisely, some virtual machines have the
tendency to reveal their presence by inserting elements into
the guest operating system, which eventually can be traced.
For instance, these elements can be service processes, unique
files or directories, or even specific registry keys. S CARECROW
is able to generate all the required files in the operating system,
as well as, dummy executable files, which then execute. This
way, it creates processes that cloak the operating system to
appear as it is running inside a virtualized environment.

S CARECROW modifies both HTTP headers to appear as a
misconfigured client honeypot. For this purpose, since there
is only a small portion of malware that targets non-windows
operating system, we use User-Agent header to classify the
browser as a client honeypot, which runs inside a Linuxbased machine. Additionally, we adjust the Referer header
to purport as the Web page is harvested from an anti-virus
vendor. Consequently, as the user is probably visiting the
malicious Web page by clicking a link in a different Website,
this information will not be revealed to the attacker.

Mouse Events Exploitation. To ensure that they deal with a
real client, many malicious Web pages wait for a prior user
input before launching an attack. Since frequently a client
honeypot only visits a Web page, without actively interact
with it, events such as the movement of the mouse will never
be fired. Therefore, adversaries can hold their attacks before
one or more similar events convince them that an actual user
generates the traffic to their Web server and not an automated
tool as a Web crawler or a client honeypot. For this purpose
they utilize JavaScript. In particular, some JavaScript objects
have events associated with them. Usually, these events are
user actions, or at least initiated by a user, for instance, click
on an object or simply moving the mouse. Hence, an event
listener can be used in JavaScript code to specify actions in
response to the occurrence of a specific event.
S CARECROW prevents the event listeners from catching
the mouse movements. Consequently, the adversaries get the
impression of dealing with client honeypots instead of real
users. However, we believe that this might affect the user
experience, especially in cases where the mouse interaction
is necessary. An example could be some online flash games
that require the users’ mouse events to operate.
Whitelist Manipulation. All browsers are able to interact
with the operating system. This is an important action for
procedures that store browsing data on the hard disk drive or
load additional programs to display Web content. Client honeypots use the so-called whitelists when analyzing attacks to
separate the harmless interactions between the browser and the
operating system, from the harmful. Adversaries circumvent
these whitelists with cache poisoning attacks. Since creating,
reading and writing to a file in the browser cache is a whitelist
action, an attacker could leverage it to change the files in the
cache, in order to force the redirection from benign URLs to
malicious Web pages. This attack is so severe that even if a
victim closes or reboots the browser, it is sufficient just a visit
to any Web page that loads a modified cached script to re-infect
the machine.
To protect a client from these redirections we clear the
cache on a regular basis. The browser’s cache is a data space
where Web pages are stored once they are loaded. If a Web
page gets revisited in the future, the content of this page can be
loaded directly from the cache, which is faster than loading the
content from a remote server. Each Web page is accompanied
with the duration on which it can be loaded from the cache,
before it needs to be downloaded again from the server. An
adversary could inject malicious code inside a Web page and
change its expiration date to the far future, so that is always
being loaded directly from the cache. When we clear the cache
regularly we cannot prevent the original injection of malicious
code, however, we can prevent a re-infection from happening.
To sum up, we consider the combination of the aforementioned
mechanisms sufficient to delude a bi-faceted malicious Web
page so not to launch its attack. However, one can notice that
mixed information is returned from the different components
of S CARECROW. While some components claim, for instance,
that the operating system is a Linux distribution, others state
that all the processes run inside a Windows OS. Note that
this is not a wrong implementation of S CARECROW, but is
designed in this way intentionally, so to appear to attackers as
a misconfigured client honeypot.
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Figure 1: Overview of the experimental environment.

IV.

E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION

In this section we present the evaluation results of our prototype. First, we briefly describe the experimental environment
and then evaluate the protection effectiveness of S CARECROW
using real malware samples from a large anti-virus company.
A. Experimental Environment
We performed our experiments on a cluster that consisted
of Windows XP machines. We chose Windows XP as the hosts’
operating system due to its known vulnerabilities, which make
it a perfect target for adversaries. Furthermore, it is long been
known that Java and Flash are favored targets of attackers
thanks to their huge installation bases and numerous security
issues. Thus, in order to increase the chance of successful
attacks against our infrastructure, in each host we installed
some older versions of Java, Flash, Acrobat, and VLC that
are susceptible to security breaches. Since we implemented
the current version of our prototype as a Firefox extension,
we decided to run all our experiments with this Web browser
in order to have a consistency in our results. To this end,
we installed S CARECROW only on half of the machines of
our cluster, while to the rest we installed a vanilla version of
Firefox.
For our experiments, we used a dataset of 8, 291 malicious
URLs, which are provided by a large anti-virus company. We
visited each URL with two machines from the cluster, one
with S CARECROW installed on it and one without, generating
in parallel events such as mouse movements and keystrokes.
In addition, we captured and stored the network traffic of each
visit for further analysis. After each Web browser’s visit to
the malicious URL, we returned the host to a clean state.
To do so, we used Clonezilla [5] as a disk recovery solution.
Albeit that using a disk recovery solution is a time consuming
task, compared to virtual machines snapshots, we rejected
the snapshots because they could have interfered with the
Virtual Machine Detection heuristic of S CARECROW causing
inaccurately results on our experiments. After visiting each
URL, we analyzed the captured network traffic looking for
existence of malicious traces. In case that the traffic of both
machines contained malicious traces we concluded that either
the malicious Web page did not display a bi-faceted behavior,
or our system was not able to deceive attackers’ mechanisms.
Otherwise, if the captured traffic of the vanilla browser contained malicious traces, but the traffic from S CARECROW was
clean, we accounted this case as a successful protection.
In summary, Figure 1 displays the overview of our experimental environment. Web browsers visit the malicious URLs,
while the captured traffic is forwarded for extensive analysis
that assesses the effectiveness of S CARECROW.

B. Protection Effectiveness

B. File Content Verification

We evaluated the protection effectiveness of S CARECROW
against real malicious Web pages. From the 8, 291 malicious
URLs that constitute our dataset, S CARECROW successfully
prevented the infection from 437. The outcomes of this experiment are two-fold. On the first hand, the results reveal that
there is a portion of malicious Web pages in the Internet that
try to avoid detection by appearing a benign behavior when
they are visited by a client honeypot. On the other hand, they
show that is possible to use attackers’ precautions for users’
benefit by simply camouflaging a normal web browser to a
client honeypot.

One of S CARECROW’s heuristics is the creation of dummy
executable and DLL files that used by virtual machines and
client honeypots. Most of the attackers only check for the
existence of these files. However, an intelligent deceptive Web
page can validate the provided with the expected files. If there
is no match, it can assume that is under a deception attempt.
In that case, having that knowledge, it can decide whether it
proceeds with the attack or not.

We then analyzed, the remaining 7, 854 malicious URLs
that S CARECROW could not prevent them from infecting the
host machines. We wanted to see if these infections caused
because S CARECROW was not able to prevent them, or because
the malicious Web pages did not try to hide their existence
from client honeypots. Thus, we carefully examined their
source code searching for indications of possible bi-faceted
behavior. Nevertheless, we could not find signs that reveal
any attempt of concealing their malicious essence. This is an
interesting result, which shows that the majority of miscreants
are not care of hiding their fraudulent activities. We can only
speculate that most of the operators of these Web pages do
not have advanced technical knowledge and thus, in order to
launch their attacks use black-market tools, which may not
support protection against client honeypots.
V.

L IMITATIONS

Despite the fact that S CARECROW is able to effectively prevent attacks from deceptive Web pages, like any other system
has its own limitation. An adversary, who gains knowledge on
our system existence, might be able to effectively infect the
users. In the following, we discuss our system’s limitations.
A. User Interaction Interference
The most obvious limitation of S CARECROW is the problems that might cause in the users’ browsing experience in
specific Web pages. Although, usually a user does not notice
any difference while surfing the Internet, there are some cases
in which our system interfere with the user’s actions. One
particular case is when the user tries to play an online flash
game that requires input from the user’s mouse movements.
Albeit the user can see the mouse cursor moving in the screen,
S CARECROW prevents these mouse events from triggering the
corresponding event listeners. Consequently, the result of this
restriction is the mouse movement events never reach the game
engine, which assumes that the user has never provided any
valid input.
A possible solution on this problem would be the deactivation of the mouse events restrictions. As a matter of
fact, S CARECROW allow to its users to select the heuristics
they want to enable. Additionally, they have the capability to
enable/disable individual heuristics for distinct Websites. This
way, the restriction of mouse events can be disabled for a
Website that requires this specific user input, and be enabled
for the rest of the Websites. However, the users should be
certain that the visited Web page does not contain malware
before deactivating any of the heuristics.

In this case, we can easily overcome this pitfall by simply
providing the real files. Nevertheless, as we did not want to
force users to save additional executable files and libraries
to their computers, we offer them the opportunity to select
between the dummy and the real files when using our system.
If they choose the second option, S CARECROW downloads all
the required files from an online repository.
VI.

R ELATED W ORK

Several malware detection systems focus on network flow
analysis [8, 13] or require deep packet inspection [14] in
order to detect compromised machines within a local network. Other detection approaches aim to identify common
behaviors of infected machines when performing malicious
activities [10, 13, 34, 38]. On the other hand, traditional honeypots as a detection approach have proven very successful
with tasks as identifying malware [21], creating intrusion
detection signatures [19] and understanding distributed denialof-service (DDoS) attacks [22]. As successful successors,
client honeypots visit Websites and monitor changes in the
underlying operating system that may be caused by malicious
Web pages [23, 24, 27, 35, 37].
Attacks against client honeypots is an aged old idea. Wang
et al. [37] mentioned possible evasions techniques against
HoneyMonkey. Rajab et al. [29] in their study revealed that
client honeypots, among other detection system, could not
protect themselves against evasive techniques deployed by
attackers. Kapravelos et al. [16] examined the security model
that high-interaction client honeypots utilize, and evaluated
their weaknesses against intelligent evasion techniques.
The concept of deceiving malware to hide its malicious
behavior and thus, not to harm a machine is not new. Researchers suggested the use of fake honeypots to scare the
attackers [32]. Additionally, Rowe [31] presented a study
in which he assesses several tools for evaluating honeypot
deceptions. Finally, Garg and Grosu [9] proposed a game
theoretic framework for modeling deception in honeynets.
Researchers utilize browser extensions when their deployed
systems focus on inexperienced users with a clear intention of
increasing users’ security and privacy while surfing the Internet. PwdHash [30] is a browser extension designed to improve
password authentication on the Web with minimal change to
the user experience and no change to existing server configurations. Papadopoulos et al. [25] presented an obfuscationbased approach that enables users to follow privacy-sensitive
channels on microblogging services, while, at the same time,
making it difficult for the services to discover users’ actual
interests. Kontaxis et al. [18] proposed a design for privacypreserving social plugins that decouples the retrieval of userspecific content from the loading of a social plugin.

VII.

C ONCLUSIONS

Malicious Web pages remain the primary mean used by
miscreants to spread malware. Unfortunately, the effectiveness
of existing detection approaches, such as client honeypots, to
correctly classify malicious Web pages are considered modest,
especially in cases where the attackers deployed techniques to
display a benign behavior against these detection mechanisms.
In this paper, we benefit from the attackers’ precautions and
we transform these detection approaches to a system with a
clear attack prevention focus. In particular, we designed and
implemented a prototype that triggers false alarms causing
deceptive Web pages to display a benign behavior. Our primary
results indicate that the users, which utilize our system, can be
protected from these attacks without any additional anti-virus
software installed on their machines.
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